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ABSTRACT 

Online reviews have great impact on today’s business and commerce. Decision making for 

purchase of online products mostly depends on reviews given by the users. Hence, 

opportunistic individuals or groups try to manipulate product reviews for their own interests. 

This paper introduces some semi-supervised and supervised text mining models to detect fake 

online reviews as well as compares the efficiency of both techniques on dataset containing 

hotel reviews. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this era of the internet, customers can 

post their reviews or opinions on several 

websites. These reviews are helpful for the 

organizations and for future consumers, 

who get an idea about products or services 

before selecting. In recent years, it has 

been observed that the number of customer 

reviews has increased significantly. 

Customer reviews affect the decision of 

potential buyers. In other words, when 

customers see reviews on social media, 

they determine whether to buy the product 

or reverse their purchasing decisions. 

Therefore, consumer reviews offer an 

invaluable service for individuals. Positive 

reviews bring big financial gains, while 

negative reviews often exert a negative 

financial effect. Consequently, with 

customers becoming increasingly 

influential to the marketplace, there is a 

growing trend towards relying on 

customers’ opinions to reshape businesses 

by enhancing products, services, and  

 

 

marketing. For example, when several 

customers who purchased a specific model 

of Acer laptop posted reviews complaining 

about the low display quality, the 

manufacturer was inspired to produce a 

higher-resolution version of the laptop. 

Fake reviews can be created in two main 

ways. First, in a (a) human-generated way 

by paying human content creators to write 

authentic-appearing but not real reviews of 

products — in this case, the review author 

never saw said products but still writes 

about them. Second, in a (b) computer-

generated way by using text-generation 

algorithms to automate the fake review 

creation. Traditionally, human-generated 

fake reviews have been traded like 

commodities in a “market of fakes” – one 

can simply order reviews online in a given 

quantity, and human writers would carry 

out the work. However, the technological 

progress in text generation – natural 

language processing (NLP) and machine 
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learning (ML) to be more specific – has 

incentivized the automation of fake 

reviews, as with generative language 

models, fake reviews could be generated at 

scale and a fraction of the cost compared 

to human-generated fake reviews. 

Yuanyuan Wu et. al [1] proposes an 

antecedent–consequence–intervention 

conceptual framework to develop an initial 

research agenda for investigating fake 

reviews. Based on a review of the extant 

literature on this issue, they identify 20 

future research questions and suggest 18 

propositions. Notably, research on fake 

reviews is often limited by lack of high-

quality datasets. To alleviate this problem, 

they comprehensively compile and 

summarize the existing fake reviews-

related public datasets. They conclude by 

presenting the theoretical and practical 

implications of the current research. Liu et. 

al [2] proposed a method for the detection 

of fake reviews based on review records 

associated with products. They first 

analyse the characteristics of review data 

using a crawled Amazon China dataset, 

which shows that the patterns of review 

records for products are similar in normal 

situations. In the proposed method, they 

first extract the review records of products 

to a temporal feature vector and then 

develop an isolation forest algorithm to 

detect outlier reviews by focusing on the 

differences between the patterns of product 

reviews to identify outlier reviews. They 

will verify the effectiveness of our method 

and compare it to some existing temporal 

outlier detection methods using the 

crawled Amazon China dataset. They will 

also study the impact caused by the 

parameter selection of the review records. 

Our work provides a new perspective of 

outlier review detection, and our 

experiment demonstrates the effectiveness 

of our proposed method. 

1.1 Problem Definition 

In recent years, online reviews have 

become the most important resource of 

customers’ opinions. These reviews are 

used increasingly by individuals and 

organizations to make purchase and 

business decisions. Unfortunately, driven 

by the desire for profit or publicity, 

fraudsters have produced deceptive (spam) 

reviews. The fraudsters’ activities mislead 

potential customers and organizations 

reshaping their businesses and prevent 

opinion-mining techniques from reaching 

accurate conclusions. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Mohawesh et. al [3] presented an extensive 

survey of the most notable works to date 

on machine learning-based fake review 

detection. Firstly, they have reviewed the 

feature extraction approaches used by 

many researchers. Then, they detailed the 

existing datasets with their construction 

methods. Then, they outlined some 

traditional machine learning models and 

neural network models applied for fake 

review detection with summary tables. 

Traditional statistical machine learning 

enhances text classification model 

performance by improving the feature 

extraction and classifier design. In 

contrast, deep learning improves 

performance by enhancing the presentation 

learning method, algorithm’s structure and 

additional knowledge. They also provided 

a comparative analysis of some neural 

network model-based deep learning and 

transformers that have not been used in 
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fake review detection. The outcomes 

showed that RoBERTa achieved the 

highest accuracy on both datasets. Further, 

recall, precision, and F1 score proved the 

efficacy of using RoBERTa in detecting 

fake reviews. Finally, they summarised the 

current gaps in this research area and the 

possible future direction to get robust 

outcomes in this domain. 

Ahmed et. al [4] proposed a fake news 

detection model that use n-gram analysis 

and machine learning techniques. They 

investigate and compare two different 

features extraction techniques and six 

different machine classification 

techniques. Experimental evaluation yields 

the best performance using Term 

Frequency-Inverted Document Frequency 

(TF-IDF) as feature extraction technique, 

and Linear Support Vector Machine 

(LSVM) as a classifier, with an accuracy 

of 92%. 

Atefeh Heydari et. al [5] proposed a robust 

review spam detection system. A detailed 

literature survey has shown potential of the 

timing element when applied to this 

domain and lead to the development of 

review spam detection approach based on 

time series analysis methods. Based on the 

consideration that the capture of burst 

patterns in reviewing process can improve 

the detection accuracy, in this experiment, 

they propose a review spam detection 

approach which investigates bogusness of 

reviews fallen. 

Paul et. al [6] reviews the literature on 

Fake Review Detection (FRD) on online 

platforms. It covers both basic research 

and commercial solutions, and discusses 

the reasons behind the limited level of 

success that the current approaches and 

regulations have had in preventing damage 

due to deceptive reviews. 

Deng et. al [7] analysed all the 

characteristics of fake reviews of hype and 

find that the text of the review always tells 

us the truth. For the reason that hype 

review is always absolute positive or 

negative, they proposed an algorithm to 

detect online fake reviews of hype about 

restaurants based on sentiment analysis. In 

our experiment, reviews are considered in 

four dimensions: taste, environment, 

service and overall attitude. If the analysis 

result of the four dimensions is consistent, 

the review will be categorized as a hype 

review. Our experiment results have 

shown that the accuracy of our algorithm 

is about 74% and the method proposed in 

this article can also be applied to other 

areas, such as sentiment analysis of online 

opinion in emergency management of 

emergency cases. 

Rathore et. al [8] propose a top-down 

framework for candidate fake reviewer 

groups’ detection based on the DeepWalk 

approach on reviewers’ graph data and a 

(modified) semi supervised clustering 

method, which can incorporate partial 

background knowledge. They validate our 

proposed framework on a real review 

dataset from the Google Play Store, which 

has partial ground-truth information about 

2207 fraud reviewer-ids out of all 38 123 

reviewer-ids in the dataset. Our 

experimental results demonstrate that the 

proposed approach is able to identify the 

candidate spammer groups with reasonable 

accuracy. The proposed approach can also 

be extended to detect groups of opinion 

spammers in social media (e.g. fake 

comments or fake postings) with temporal 
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affinity, semantic characteristics, and 

sentiment analysis. 

Khan et. al [9] proposed a supervised 

learning-based technique for the detection 

of fake reviews from the online textual 

content. The study employs machine 

learning classifiers for bifurcating fake and 

genuine reviews. Experimental results are 

evaluated against different evaluation 

measures and the performance of the 

proposed system is compared with 

baseline works. 

Li et. al [10] propose the concept of review 

group and to the best of our knowledge, 

it’s the first time the review group concept 

is proposed and used. Review grouping 

algorithm is designed to effectively split 

reviews of reviewer into groups which 

participate in building novel grouping 

models to identify both positive and 

negative deceptive reviews. Several new 

features which are language independent 

based on group model are constructed. 

Additionally, they explore the collusion 

relationship between reviewers to build 

reviewer group collusion model. 

Evaluations show that the review group 

method and reviewer group collusion 

models can effectively improve the 

precision by 4%–7% compared to the 

baselines in fake reviews classification 

task especially when reviews are posted by 

professional review spammers. 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this project, we make some 

classification approaches for detecting fake 

online reviews, some of which are semi-

supervised, and others are supervised. For 

semi-supervised learning, we use 

Expectation-maximization algorithm. 

Statistical Naive Bayes classifier and 

Support Vector Machines (SVM) are used 

as classifiers in our research work to 

improve the performance of classification. 

We have mainly focused on the content of 

the review-based approaches. As feature 

we have used word frequency count, 

sentiment polarity and length of review. 

 

Fig. 1: Block diagram of proposed system. 

Dataset description 

2- Columns: Review, Lebel 

1601-Rows 

Data Pre-processing in Machine 

learning 

Data pre-processing is a process of 

preparing the raw data and making it 

suitable for a machine learning model. It is 

the first and crucial step while creating a 

machine learning model. 

When creating a machine learning project, 

it is not always a case that we come across 

the clean and formatted data. And while 

doing any operation with data, it is 

mandatory to clean it and put in a 

formatted way. So, for this, we use data 

pre-processing task. 

Why do we need Data Pre-processing? 

A real-world data generally contains 

noises, missing values, and maybe in an 

unusable format which cannot be directly 
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used for machine learning models. Data 

pre-processing is required tasks for 

cleaning the data and making it suitable for 

a machine learning model which also 

increases the accuracy and efficiency of a 

machine learning model. 

 Getting the dataset 

 Importing libraries 

 Importing datasets 

 Finding Missing Data 

 Encoding Categorical Data 

 Splitting dataset into training and 

test set 

 Feature scaling 

Splitting the Dataset into the Training 

set and Test set 

In machine learning data pre-processing, 

we divide our dataset into a training set 

and test set. This is one of the crucial steps 

of data pre-processing as by doing this, we 

can enhance the performance of our 

machine learning model. 

Suppose if we have given training to our 

machine learning model by a dataset and 

we test it by a completely different dataset. 

Then, it will create difficulties for our 

model to understand the correlations 

between the models. 

If we train our model very well and its 

training accuracy is also very high, but we 

provide a new dataset to it, then it will 

decrease the performance. So, we always 

try to make a machine learning model 

which performs well with the training set 

and also with the test dataset. Here, we can 

define these datasets as: 

 

Training Set: A subset of dataset to train 

the machine learning model, and we 

already know the output. 

Test set: A subset of dataset to test the 

machine learning model, and by using the 

test set, model predicts the output. 

TF-IDF 

TF-IDF which stands for Term Frequency 

– Inverse Document Frequency. It is one 

of the most important techniques used for 

information retrieval to represent how 

important a specific word or phrase is to a 

given document. Let’s take an example, 

we have a string or Bag of Words (BOW) 

and we have to extract information from it, 

then we can use this approach.  

The tf-idf value increases in proportion to 

the number of times a word appears in the 

document but is often offset by the 

frequency of the word in the corpus, which 

helps to adjust with respect to the fact that 

some words appear more frequently in 

general. TF-IDF use two statistical 

methods, first is Term Frequency and the 

other is Inverse Document Frequency. 

Term frequency refers to the total number 

of times a given term t appears in the 

document doc against (per) the total 

number of all words in the document and 

the inverse document frequency measure 

of how much information the word 

provides. It measures the weight of a given 

word in the entire document. IDF show 

how common or rare a given word is 

across all documents. TF-IDF can be 

computed as tf * idf  
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Fig. 2: TF-IDF block diagram. 

TF-IDF do not convert directly raw data 

into useful features. Firstly, it converts raw 

strings or dataset into vectors and each 

word has its own vector. Then we’ll use a 

particular technique for retrieving the 

feature like Cosine Similarity which works 

on vectors, etc. 

Terminology 

t — term (word) 

d — document (set of words) 

N — count of corpus 

corpus — the total document set 

Step 1: Term Frequency (TF): Suppose 

we have a set of English text documents 

and wish to rank which document is most 

relevant to the query, “Data Science is 

awesome!” A simple way to start out is by 

eliminating documents that do not contain 

all three words “Data” is”, “Science”, and 

“awesome”, but this still leaves many 

documents. To further distinguish them, 

we might count the number of times each 

term occurs in each document; the number 

of times a term occurs in a document is 

called its term frequency. The weight of a 

term that occurs in a document is simply 

proportional to the term frequency. 𝑡𝑓(𝑡, 𝑑)  =  𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑑 / 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑑 

Step 2: Document Frequency: This 

measures the importance of document in 

whole set of corpora, this is very similar to 

TF. The only difference is that TF is 

frequency counter for a term t in document 

d, whereas DF is the count of occurrences 

of term t in the document set N. In other 

words, DF is the number of documents in 

which the word is present. We consider 

one occurrence if the term consists in the 

document at least once, we do not need to 

know the number of times the term is 

present. 𝑑𝑓(𝑡)  =  𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 

Step 3: Inverse Document Frequency 

(IDF): While computing TF, all terms are 

considered equally important. However, it 

is known that certain terms, such as “is”, 
“of”, and “that”, may appear a lot of times 

but have little importance. Thus, we need 

to weigh down the frequent terms while 

scale up the rare ones, by computing IDF, 

an inverse document frequency factor is 

incorporated which diminishes the weight 

of terms that occur very frequently in the 

document set and increases the weight of 

terms that occur rarely. The IDF is the 

inverse of the document frequency which 

measures the informativeness of term t. 

When we calculate IDF, it will be very low 

for the most occurring words such as stop 

words (because stop words such as “is” is 

present in almost all of the documents, and 

N/df will give a very low value to that 

word). This finally gives what we want, a 

relative weightage. 𝑖𝑑𝑓(𝑡)  =  𝑁/𝑑𝑓 

Now there are few other problems with the 

IDF, in case of a large corpus, say 

100,000,000, the IDF value explodes, to 

avoid the effect we take the log of idf . 

During the query time, when a word which 
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is not in vocab occurs, the df will be 0. As 

we cannot divide by 0, we smoothen the 

value by adding 1 to the denominator. 𝑖𝑑𝑓(𝑡)  =  𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑁/(𝑑𝑓 +  1)) 

The TF-IDF now is at the right measure to 

evaluate how important a word is to a 

document in a collection or corpus. Here 

are many different variations of TF-IDF 

but for now let us concentrate on this basic 

version. 𝑡𝑓 − 𝑖𝑑𝑓(𝑡, 𝑑)  =  𝑡𝑓(𝑡, 𝑑)  ∗  𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑁/(𝑑𝑓 +  1)) 

Step 4: Implementing TF-IDF: To make 

TF-IDF from scratch in python, let’s 

imagine those two sentences from different 

document: 

first sentence: “Data Science is the sexiest 

job of the 21st century”. 

second sentence: “machine learning is the 

key for data science”. 

Expected Maximization (EM) 

The Expectation-Maximization (EM) 

algorithm is a way to find maximum-

likelihood estimates for model parameters 

when your data is incomplete, has missing 

data points, or has unobserved (hidden) 

latent variables. It is an iterative way to 

approximate the maximum likelihood 

function. 

Support Vector Machine Algorithm 

(SVM) 

Support Vector Machine or SVM is one of 

the most popular Supervised Learning 

algorithms, which is used for 

Classification as well as Regression 

problems. However, primarily, it is used 

for Classification problems in Machine 

Learning. The goal of the SVM algorithm 

is to create the best line or decision 

boundary that can segregate n-dimensional 

space into classes so that we can easily put 

the new data point in the correct category 

in the future. This best decision boundary 

is called a hyperplane. 

SVM chooses the extreme points/vectors 

that help in creating the hyperplane. These 

extreme cases are called as support 

vectors, and hence algorithm is termed as 

Support Vector Machine. Consider the 

below diagram in which there are two 

different categories that are classified 

using a decision boundary or hyperplane: 

 

SVM Algorithm: Machine learning 

involves predicting and classifying data 

and to do so we employ various machine 

learning algorithms according to the 

dataset. SVM or Support Vector Machine 

is a linear model for classification and 

regression problems. It can solve linear 

and non-linear problems and work well for 

many practical problems. The idea of 

SVM is simple: The algorithm creates a 

line or a hyperplane which separates the 

data into classes. In machine learning, the 

radial basis function kernel, or RBF kernel, 

is a popular kernel function used in various 

kernelized learning algorithms. In 

particular, it is commonly used in support 
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vector machine classification. As a simple 

example, for a classification task with only 

two features (like the image above), you 

can think of a hyperplane as a line that 

linearly separates and classifies a set of 

data. 

 Intuitively, the further from the 

hyperplane our data points lie, the 

more confident we are that they 

have been correctly classified. We 

therefore want our data points to be 

as far away from the hyperplane as 

possible, while still being on the 

correct side of it. 

 So, when new testing data is added, 

whatever side of the hyperplane it 

lands will decide the class that we 

assign to it. 

Applications 

 Face recognition 

 Weather prediction 

 Medical diagnosis 

 Spam detection 

 Age/gender identification 

 Language identification 

 Sentimental analysis 

 Authorship identification 

 News classification 

Naïve Bayes (NB) 

Naïve Bayes algorithm is a supervised 

learning algorithm, which is based on 

Bayes theorem and used for solving 

classification problems. ... Naïve Bayes 

Classifier is one of the simple and most 

effective Classification algorithms which 

helps in building the fast machine learning 

models that can make quick predictions. 

To implement this project, we have used 

‘Gold Standard’ Dataset which contains 

1600 reviews from which 800 are genuine 

reviews and 800 are fake reviews and to 

train both supervised and semi supervised 

we have used this dataset and this dataset 

saved inside ‘Dataset’ folder and below 

screen shots showing dataset details. 

Advantages of proposed system 

 The system is very fast and 

effective due to semi-supervised 

and supervised learning. 

 Focused on the content of the 

review-based approaches. As 

feature we have used word 

frequency count, sentiment polarity 

and length of review. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Module Implementation 

To implement this project, we have 

designed following modules 

 Upload Reviews Dataset 

 Pre-process Dataset 

 Run EM-SVM Algorithm 

 Run EM-Naive Bayes Algorithm 

 Run SVM Algorithm 

 Run Naive Bayes Algorithm 

 Comparison Graph  

 Upload Test Review & Predict 

Fake & Sentiments 
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In above screen click on ‘Upload Gold 

Standard Reviews Dataset’ button to 

upload dataset 

 

In above screen selecting and uploading 

‘dataset.csv’ file and then click on ‘Open’ 
button to load dataset and to get below 

screen 

 

In above screen dataset loaded and now 

click on ‘Preprocess Dataset’ button to 

read and process dataset and to get below 

screen 

 

In above screen from all reviews, we 

removed stop words and after === symbol 

we can see it label as 0 or 1 and now scroll 

down above screen to bottom to see TF-

IDF vector. You can see below screen 

 

In above screen in top row, we can see all 

words separated by TAB and in below top 

row we can see its numeric value 

calculated using TF-IDF. In above screen 

in bottom, we can see dataset contains total 

1600 reviews and then application using 

1280 reviews for training and 320 reviews 

for testing. Now train and test data is ready 

and now click on ‘Run EM-SVM 

Algorithm’ button to train it 

 

In above screen EM-SVM got 48.43% 

accuracy and similarly click next 3 buttons 

to train all algorithms 
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In above screen we can see EM algorithms 

are not working well but supervise 

algorithms are giving better accuracy and 

now click on ‘Comparison Graph’ button 

to get below graph 

 

In above screen x-axis represents 

algorithm name and y-axis represents 

accuracy of those algorithms and from 

above graph we can say supervised 

algorithms are better than EM. Now click 

on ‘Upload Test Review & Predict Fake & 

Sentiments’ button to upload test review 

and to get below output for each review 

 

In above screen selecting and uploading 

‘testReviews’ and then click on ‘Open’ 
button to get below result 

 

In above screen we can see review 

detected as TRUTHFULL and its 

sentiment predicted as NEUTRAL 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 

SCOPE 

We have shown several semi-supervised 

and supervised text mining techniques for 

detecting fake online reviews in this 

research. We have combined features from 

several research works to create a better 

feature set. Also, we have tried some other 

classifier that were not used on the 

previous work. Thus, we have been able to 

increase the accuracy of previous semi 

supervised techniques done by Jiten et al. 

We have also found out that supervised 

Naive Bayes classifier gives the highest 

accuracy. This ensures that our dataset is 

labeled well as we know semi-supervised 

model works well when reliable labeling is 

not available. In our research work we 

have worked on just user reviews.  

5.1 Future scope 

In future, user behaviors can be combined 

with texts to construct a better model for 

classification. Advanced preprocessing 

tools for tokenization can be used to make 

the dataset more precise. Evaluation of the 

effectiveness of the proposed methodology 

can be done for a larger data set.  
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